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Abstract

Software development companies need to react quickly to customer requirements due to fast-changing and unpredictable markets. The methodology of continuously deploying software allows companies to shorten the feedback loop and the development cycles. However, there is little empirical data on the adoption of continuous deployment in industry.

In order to fill this gap, this study investigates the challenges, risks and the information need to successfully adopt to continuous deployment for mobile applications that lack automated testing. Thus, the objective is find out if the introduction automated acceptance tests can be considered enough for continuously deploying software.

An action research was conducted in collaboration with an Android team in a small software development company located in Gothenburg. Few applications were considered but the implementation was done for a small application which is not in active development. The study involved finding a solution for continuous deployment, configuring continuous deployment and implementing acceptance tests. Moreover, processes and tools were introduced to support the adoption of continuous deployment.

The application studied was successfully deployed automatically. The developers were confident to continue deploying the application automatically with the implemented automated acceptance tests if automated tests would be added along with new features. However for a bigger, more business critical applications they felt that there was a need for including manual testing in the process.

The case company, the team, and the application are small. Further, the application under study is not in active development. Thus, the generalization of the results is limited.

The tools and methods introduced increase the productivity of the developers and show that continuous deployment can be implemented successfully by introducing automated acceptance tests in a context as the one the study was performed in.
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Introduction

Software development companies face the challenge of having complex customer requirements due to fast-changing and unpredictable markets [3]. Thus, researchers and practitioners have been paying increasing attention to understand and improve software development processes [6]. In recent years, agile practices have been gaining a lot of attraction due to different reasons, one being that they increase the ability to address the rapid changes and complex customer needs [7].

One of the methodologies that agile practices describes to address this issue is an Extreme Programming (XP) practice called Continuous Integration (CI). Continuous integration is a software development practice where multiple software engineers integrate their work frequently [8]. The integration is then verified by an automated build which runs all tests available, both unit tests and acceptance tests [8, 9]. The automated build should run every time a code change is detected and has several different tasks, such as building the project, running the tests and storing valuable output.

Even though CI is an interesting option for software development companies, some believe that the process can be extended to automatically delivering and even deploying the software. By extending CI, in a way that every change is considered proven to be releasable, is called continuous delivery [9]. In continuous delivery, the code-base should always be in a state where it is production-ready and the deployment itself should be automated such as it can be started with a click of a button [9]. The highest level of automating software release is called Continuous Deployment (CD). Continuous deployment has all the same steps as continuous delivery with the addition of having the software automatically deployed to production servers without having to manually initiate the deployment.

Continuous deployment requires disciplined work and a different way of thinking than the conventional process of developing software [3, 2]. However, companies are excited to head into the direction of continuously deploying their software as it focuses on automating processes for otherwise error-prone and time consuming tasks [9]. Additionally, CD focuses on releasing frequently, so each release becomes smaller which reduces the risk for each software release [10, 9].

There are benefits for companies to automate parts of the software development process. According to Humble, Jez and Farley [11], the process of releasing software into production is manually intensive, error-prone and risky. So the more automation there is, the less error-prone and risky it becomes. Another big advantage of
implementing CD is that it shortens the time to market [3]. However, when developing mobile applications, user experience is vital and having bugs, errors or typos in an application can have negative effects on users [12]. Many mobile applications rely on revenue from advertisements and if users are unsatisfied with the user experience it is likely that they stop using the application.

CD for mobile applications is different from CD for cloud-based applications. The main difference is that when a broken version is deployed, it is easy to fall back to a previously working version for cloud-based applications which is not possible for mobile applications [5] since it is not possible to force updates of mobile applications as the users can decide not to update [13]. Thus, CD of mobile application contains higher risk than CD of cloud-based applications and is considered more challenging [2].

Chen [9] states in his study on continuous delivery that further research about continuous delivery is required for applications which are not amenable to continuous delivery. As CD depends on automatic testing [10, 14], applications who lack automated testing can be considered not being amenable to CD. Thus, this study will aim to find out if CD can be successfully adopted for an application that has limited automated testing, i.e., where automated tests do not cover the functionality of the application completely.

CD requires having some automated testing but how much testing is required is difficult to estimate and can vary between different applications. As a part of this study a small suite of automated acceptance tests will be implemented in order to see if the results of automated acceptance tests can determine if a release is successful. Further, it will be discussed to what extend acceptance tests can be automated for Android applications and if there is always a need to perform manual testing phases in addition to the automated tests.

The case company will be introduced to new concepts, techniques and tools. First, CD will be introduced and implemented as well as automated acceptance tests. Second, tools and processes that support the adoption of CD will be introduced. Thus, the study involves introducing new concepts, tools and techniques to people as well as implement new processes.

1.1 Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to learn about the information need and risks when adopting to CD. It will try to address the challenges, risks and the information need to successfully adopt to CD for an Android application that has limited automated testing. Further, an investigation on if it is enough to include limited automated acceptance tests or if more thorough automated tests are required for successful adoption of CD will be performed. The company under study has few different products which run on different platforms, such as Android, iOS and Windows Mobile. Their products are for recreational usage and are therefore not safety critical.
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The study will be performed in collaboration with the Android team and therefore the focus is on Android applications.

Acceptance tests are higher level than unit tests and are of more user perspective than unit tests [15]. Writing acceptance tests can allow for achieving high testing coverage with less effort that unit tests. Further, for this study the acceptance tests will focus on the most common functionality of the application. Writing unit tests so that high coverage is achieved is a time consuming task and the application being studied does not have any unit testing in place at the start of the study. Thus, the researcher decided to focus on only implementing automated acceptance tests instead of both unit tests and acceptance tests.

Studying if automatic deployment for an application in the context described, can be beneficial for many companies when deciding on how to structure their continuous integration and deployment process. Having the knowledge about the challenges and obstacles of CD, before diving into the implementation of it, can save time and resources during the deployment planning process. The study will investigate if it is achievable and what can be a good approach to do it. Further, the study will aim to describe what information is required for successfully deploying software continuously.

1.2 Research questions

The study aims to get a more thorough understanding and more comprehensive knowledge on the topic of CD. The focus of the study is to investigate if CD can work in environments where automated tests are limited and if implementing limited automated acceptance tests is sufficient, or if there is more information needed to implement it successfully. Further, the study will describe a way of implementing CD for an Android application. Thus, the research questions, this study will aim to find answers to, are the following.

RQ.1 To what extent can and should automated acceptance testing be automated to support continuous deployment?

RQ.2 How can the results of an automated acceptance test determine if a release is successful?

The main aim for RQ.1 is to study how much testing in the form of automated acceptance testing is required for a successful adoption of CD and if having only acceptance tests and not thorough unit tests is sufficient for CD. The requirements for a successful CD will be defined and the results will reflect on if the requirements defined are acceptable as well as if they are covered.

The aim for RQ.2 is to study the results of deploying continuously and how the results from the automated acceptance tests can reflect the results of the actual deployment.
1.3 Case company

This study is conducted at one case company, Football Addicts. Football Addicts is a Swedish company based in Gothenburg. They are the creators of Forza Football, one of the most popular football apps in the world [16]. Forza Football keeps users up-to-date on their favourite football teams and competitions, has a great coverage of video highlights along with other features which improve your experience as a football fan. The app has over 10 million installs and over 2 million monthly active users. At peak hours it handles thousands of requests per second and sends millions of push notifications. Football Addicts has in total about 35 employees, of which about 25 software engineers. Football Addicts have a mission of democratizing football by listening to the fans, making sure that the voices of the public are heard. They aim to bring the fans closer to every aspect of the game. Further, Football Addicts have worked in collaboration with few different teams such as the Swedish national team and Brøndby IF, on an mobile app where the teams can show matches and other events live, allowing the fans to interact on the broadcast by sending messages and reactions.

The company has had difficulties in their development process when distributing binaries. Their process of delivering the software, both to production and in-house, is immature and requires a lot of manual labour. The applications at hand are deployed with multiple languages and documentation is in different languages and making sure all steps are performed correctly is complex.

As part of this study, the process of deploying new software, to the test environment will be completely automated as well as the implementation of acceptance tests. If that proves to be successful the process will be extended in to deploying the software to the production environment. Today the company has a lot of manual testing done for their mobile application which will be taken into consideration when studying the complete process.

The company are the creators of few different applications. Their biggest and most famous application is Forza Football which was described previously. In addition to Forza Football, they are the creators of an application called Forza News which allows its users to get personalized news feed of football news. There is a big difference in size of the two applications and how crucial they are to the business. Forza Football has a big user base and is their main revenue stream. Thus, trying out new things for that is more difficult. However, Forza News has a smaller user base and no revenue stream and is therefore more open to experimentation. Thus, Forza News will be the main subject of the study, but other applications will be taken into consideration. Finally, the company has its own white label solution which allows football teams and associations to have their own live video streams. This study will be worked in collaboration with the Forza team and therefore the two Forza apps will be under study.
1.4 Outline

This section provides a description of the structure of this report by describing the content of each chapter briefly.

Chapter one contains an introduction to the study. It introduces the main concepts and the background for the study. Further a description of the purpose is presented and the research questions. Finally a small description about the case company is presented.

Chapter two contains information about related work. The chapter has three different sections where each section discusses related work for a certain topic related to this study. Further, previous studies and their results are discussed.

Chapter three contains a description about the methods used during the study, threats to validity and ethical considerations. The methods used consists both of the research strategy, choice of method and how the implementation was performed.

Chapter four describes the results from the study. The chapter has three sections, one section for the interviews conducted and analyzed and one section for the implementation results.

Chapter five discusses the objectives and the results of the study in relation with other related studies. Further it discusses the achievements of the study and future research about the topic.

Chapter six, which is the final chapter, presents the conclusions of the study as well as recommendations for future work on the CD.
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Related work

Introducing related work is needed as it can give the reader a better understanding about the subject under study as well as related topics. How much literature exists on topics can vary. Thus, it is valuable to describe the basic concepts for the study by covering existing literature. The method used for the literature review which is the basis for the related work chapter is described in Section 3.3.1.

This chapter contains an introduction to previous studies, conducted by different researchers, which relate to software development processes, acceptance testing and CD. Since little academic literature exists about CD [10, 3], related topics will covered to get a good understanding of the base for CD. The first section covers previous studies about how automation can improve software development processes in general. Following that is a brief introduction about studies on acceptance testing and how that can relate to CD. Finally, studies about CD will be covered with special focus on a study performed by Rossi et al. [5] about CD of mobile applications at Facebook.

2.1 Software development processes

How software is built has been developing and studied over the past half a century and is constantly being reviewed by researchers and practitioners [17]. Software process research focuses on understanding, describing, evaluating, automating and improving the procedures, policies and techniques used when developing software [17]. Recently, research on software processes, primarily Agile development processes, has evolved significantly and is considered a multidisciplinary research domain [17].

XP is one of the most well-known agile methodologies. The academic software engineering community felt a need for changing the conventional way of developing software so that cost could be reduced, quality improved and development cycles shortened [18]. Rather than planning, analyzing, and designing for a long time early in the process, XP aims to do all these things at the same time [18]. It introduces technical and managerial practices which allow for rapid feedback, simplicity, incremental changes, embracing change and increased quality [19]. It can be argued that the popularity of XP has been a ground for developing other agile processes and methods [19].

As well as introducing different methods and techniques, XP encourages automation of the software processes [20]. Automation can improve different aspects of software
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development such as configuration management, quality assurance, software build management and system operations. Fugetta and Di Nitto [17] discuss several aspects with respect to automation. First, that XP encourages writing automated tests which can be run frequently to assure for quality. Secondly, they state that tools for source code analysis exist which can provide indicators and metrics about the internal quality of the software. Finally, they discuss that collecting software dependencies, compiling, running tests, running source code analysis and finally building software can all be configured to run automatically using a build management tool. Running all these steps configured in the build management tool upon every change is what CI is.

According to Fowler and Foemmel [8] CI is a software development practice where software engineers integrate their work frequently whereas each integration is verified by an automated build to detect defects and integration issues as soon as possible. Further, Kent [20] describes CI as a set of software engineering practices that enable software engineers to speed up software delivery by decreasing integration times. A lot of studies exist on CI [10, 3] and therefore it will only be discussed briefly. Understanding CI is required to successfully implement CD as CD is an extension of CI. Thus, knowing the challenges for adopting to CI is necessary. Olsson, Alahyari & Bosch [14], mention few different hurdles when adopting to CI. One being that the company has to have knowledge on agile practices whereas another one is that the transition towards CI requires having automated tests and modularized development.

2.2 Acceptance testing

According to Haugset and Hanssen [15], test driven development and unit testing are the most known and practiced research approaches in agile development. However, they discuss that acceptance testing has emerged in agile development. Whilst unit testing is about testing small specific blocks of functionality, acceptance tests integrate at a higher level, often through user interface [15]. Thus, acceptance testing is about comparing internal requirements and end-user requirements to an implemented system [21]. Having acceptance tests can provide an important indication if software has enough quality to be released [21]. According to Hsia, Kung and Sell [21], acceptance testing should focus on the main functional and performance requirements and the interaction between the user and the system. Therefore this study will aim to define the requirements needed for an acceptable deployment, implement the acceptance tests and analyze the results. Acceptance tests do not necessarily cover all functionality of the system so bugs are likely to come forward after the system is deployed. Thus, when analyzing the results of the study different metrics will be taken into consideration when deciding about if the deployment is successful. An example metric is the number of issues identified or reported after deployment.

According to Olsson, Alahyari & Bosch [14] having automated tests is required to follow CI. However, they do not discuss about what type of tests to use and how
much testing can be considered sufficient. It is difficult to define how much testing is required and how to measure it. Stolberg [22] wrote about how he integrated his work as quality assurance (QA) manager into the adoption of CI. He defined and executed acceptance tests during sprint planning. He defined acceptance tests that he considered being 'just-enough' for the introduction of CI. Doing this allowed the developers and the customers to be confident that they were testing the right functionality. Further, he automated close to 100% of the acceptance tests. He discusses that automating that amount of acceptance tests is difficult and takes a lot of time to implement. However, he also states that having automated acceptance tests dramatically decreases the technical test debt in the form of manual test cases. Stolberg [22] also emphasizes that developers should write unit tests for all new code and that the unit tests should be run with every build.

Both Olsson, Alahyari & Bosch and Stolberg [22, 14] discuss the necessity of having automated tests when adopting to CI and therefore it can be considered even more necessary for CD as having issues in the production environment is more critical than having them in the development environment. In this study an emphasis will be put on implementing CD from ground up, defining and implementing 'just-enough' automated acceptance tests and see if only having limited acceptance tests can really be considered satisfiable for continuous deployment of mobile applications. Further, as a part of the study, a CI platform will be set up where tests will be run as well as binaries uploaded to a safe accessible storage. Thus, a lot of currently manual work will be automated which will save time and resources for the case company.

2.3 Continuous deployment

CD is a software engineering practice where software updates are tested, built and deployed to production environments incrementally [2]. It can be considered an extension of CI with the additional step of automatically deploying the software [3]. Thus, the main difference between CD and traditional software development is that CD has more frequent deployments [10]. For an even more detailed description of CD, Savor et al. [2] list four key elements of CD:

1. software updates are kept as small and isolated as reasonably feasible;
2. they are released for deployment immediately after development and testing completes;
3. the decision to deploy is largely left up to the developers (without the use of separate testing teams); and
4. deployment is fully automated.

When CD is introduced into an organization a significant cultural shift is required [10]. Savor et al. [2] describe three different requirements that must be met in order for CD to be successful. Firstly, there has to be full support from senior management as organizations tend to subvert to a traditional process in case of a failure. Secondly, highly cohesive, loosely coupled software increases the probability of having the updates small and isolated. Thus, each release is more flexible and less problematic. Thirdly, having the appropriate tools is important. It can increase
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated testing infrastructure</td>
<td>All tests need to be fully automated. Having such automation enables frequent testing with reduced overhead. Test environment should be as close to identical to the production environment as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment management system</td>
<td>A system which supports the release engineering group to manage flow of updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment tool</td>
<td>A system which is able to execute all the steps necessary for automatic deployment, i.e. compilation, running tests, and the actual deployment. The tools should also allow for rollbacks to previous updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring infrastructure</td>
<td>A system which can quickly identify if there are issues occurring with the live release.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Important tools for continuous deployment [2]

The productivity of developers, decrease risk which comes with manual operations and allow repeatable deployment. Finally, Savor et al. highlights few tools that are particularly important for continuous deployment. These tools are described in Table 2.1.

2.3.1 Benefits

The reason why so many organizations go through the changes needed to adapt to CD is because of all the different benefits it brings. Multiple authors discuss different kind of benefits of introducing CD into organizations [14, 3, 5, 2]. Leppänen et al. performed a qualitative study on CD where they held interviews within 15 companies. They asked about the perceived benefits of CD and came up with six categories of the benefits of CD. The six categories they came up with were faster feedback, more frequent releases, improved customer satisfaction, improved quality and productivity, effort saving, and a closer relationship between development and operations. A more detailed description of each category is shown in Table 2.2. Chen and other authors [9, 2] agree with Leppänen that CD improves software quality and developer productivity. Additionally, Chen et al. [9, 10] discuss how it can allow organizations to build the right product and improve release reliability.

The quality and the reliability of mobile applications can have a lot of influences on their usage. Further, having released a bad quality or unreliable application can be unacceptable as updates cannot be pushed to the users’ devices [13]. So according to the benefits described by Chen et al. [9, 10], i.e. having more reliable, more frequent releases can allow organizations to increase the quality of each release and which can lead to higher user satisfaction.

2.3.2 Challenges

Introducing new processes and changing the way of working within an organization can have its challenges and obstacles [3, 9, 10]. As Chen et al. [3, 9] discovered, in-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster feedback</td>
<td>The immediate feedback through CI minimizes waiting time for tests results e.g. which reinforces developers' sense of accomplishment and increases their motivation. Also being able to receive more frequent feedback from customers and users allowed more freedom for trying out new features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More frequent releases</td>
<td>Having more frequent releases leads to less waste because features are deployed as soon as they are implemented, i.e., do not wait in the development pipeline to be released. It is also valuable to customers as the results are visible to them sooner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved customer satisfaction</td>
<td>Developers can respond faster to customer feedback in terms of new features and maintenance releases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved quality and productivity</td>
<td>Code quality improved because CD emphasizes build and test automation together with reduced scope for each release. Also, CD requires automated tests which in turn is likely to improve quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort saving</td>
<td>Having more streamlined release process which includes automation reduces manual labor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closer relationship between development and operations</td>
<td>CD can prevent development silos as tend to happen when development occurs over long periods without any connection to the production environment. So communication between operations and development has a tighter schedule than before because releases are more frequent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Benefits of continuous deployment [3]

Introducing CD involves both technical and process related challenges. They identified different challenges, such as that there was a resistance to change for some of their subjects. Another challenge identified by Leppänen et al. is that developers must be confident in their work and trust it. As the code must be close to defect-free, a lot of the companies thought that their software was too vulnerable, e.g., because it did not include enough automated testing [3]. Those companies ran through series of manual test before each deployment to ensure that all the requirements were in place. If that will be the case for this study, the developers will be asked if having an additional phase, where manual testing is performed, would increase their confidence in CD.

As for this study, automated testing will not be extensive, so results will mainly be derived from qualitative studies. The confidence level of developers and testers is a big factor about the outcome, i.e., if only having limited automated tests is sufficient for CD. Those results can support or argue against Leppänen et al. [3] theories about developer confidence level being one of the big challenges for CD. Further, Leppänen et al. [3] emphasize that before starting CD, the organization must look into the challenges identified and think about how to overcome these challenges.

Finally, Chen [9] states that there is a need for further research on CD when dealing with applications that aren’t amenable to CD. Applications can be considered not amenable for different reasons, one being the lack of automated tests. The case company’s product lacks automated tests which makes it not amenable to CD.
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Therefore, this study addresses the need stated by Chen.

2.3.3 Mobile applications

According to Rossi et al., cloud-based software environments allow for many small incremental deployments since they are usually not inconvenient for the end user. Moreover they discuss that cloud-based environment supports features which reduce risk of potentially deploying erroneous software and a simple way of 'rolling back', i.e. undoing changes, by redeploying previous version. However, the environment for mobile applications is completely different. Thus, applying CD to mobile applications has additional challenges in addition to the ones already described in Section 2.3.2 [5].

Rossi et al. [5] performed an extensive analysis on the mobile application deployment process at Facebook. The study was performed over a seven years period and during that time Facebook made significant progress in increasing the frequency of its mobile application deployments. The key challenge that Rossi et al. [5] identified is that it is not possible to deploy mobile applications in the same manner as for cloud-based services, due to the following reasons:

1. The frequency of software updates may be limited since software updates on mobile platforms are not entirely transparent.
2. Software cannot be deployed module by module, the complete software binary is deployed at each time; which increases risk.
3. Risk mitigation actions are limited. E.g. hot-fixes and roll-backs are largely unacceptable.
4. The end user can choose when to upgrade the mobile software. So, different versions of the software can be running at the same time and all need to function correctly.
5. Many hardware variants and multiple OS variants need to be supported at the same time. This increases the risk of each deployment significantly because the size of the Cartesian product: \( app\_version \times (OS\_type \& OS\_version) \times hardware\_platform \)

Rossi et al. [5] also studied thoroughly the testing process at Facebook as that is a crucial part having automated deployment process. The testing process proved to be comprehensive with tests on different abstraction levels. The types of testing they perform are unit tests, static analysis tests, integration tests, screen layout tests, performance tests, build tests as well as manual tests. The purpose of each one of those types are described in detail in Appendix B.

CD can be a completely automated process but some companies feel the need to have some manual testing as well [3, 5]. The CD process at Facebook for mobile applications is an example of that. A team of about 100 is used to manually test the mobile applications. The team does various smoke tests and edge-case tests to ensure the apps behave as expected, primarily for new features for which automated tests have not been implemented for [5]. Finally they are responsible for UI testing where they are required to focus on language translations and the quality of user
Testing is important for mobile applications for a few reasons. One of the reasons is that the options available for taking actions when critical issues arise post-deployment are limited [5]. To mitigate the potential risks of deploying critical issues Rossi et al. describe Facebook’s testing 5 testing principles.

The first principle is coverage. The coverage principle states that the tests are comprehensive. Second principle they mention is that tests are responsive, thus allowing regression to be caught early which makes it easier to address. Third is quality, i.e. the tests should identify issues with precision. The fourth principle is that tests are automated as much as possible which allows them to be run repeatable, on regular basis. The final principle is prioritization. Because testing requires a lot of computing resources and therefore the focus is put on running only tests which the committed code affected for each commit and only run the full test-suite for the high priority branches.

As for results, Rossi et al. list seven key findings for their extensive study. These findings are listed as following:

1. Engineer’s productivity, measured in lines of code (LoC) or number of commits, remains constant even as the number of engineers working on the application grows by a factor of 15.
2. The CD processes do not negatively affect productivity even though the number of engineers scales significantly.
3. The number of deployments has little effect on the number of critical issues that arise from deployments.
4. The length of the deployment cycle does not significantly affect the number of launch-blockers.
5. Shortened release cycle does not appear to affect the number of crashes per deployment.
6. Changes committed on the day of a deadline are of lower quality.
7. The software quality decreases with the increase of developers involved in adding changes to the code base.

Their findings are especially interesting for this study as they focus on mobile applications. As for the case company for this study, it will be especially interesting to look into certain items of the list. Firstly, items 3 and 4 are interesting as they can both be strong arguments on how CD can be implemented successfully for mobile applications. Secondly, items 6 and 7 give examples of good practices to follow when doing CD.

The study Rossi et al. performed was an extensive study which prolonged over a long period. It was performed in a company which has a lot of resources and mature, extensive release and testing processes. Even though the scope for that study was a lot bigger and in a bigger organization, it’s findings and processes are valuable to this study as it is, to the researcher knowledge, the only systematic study on CD for mobile applications.
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Research Methodology

This chapter will present the research strategy, the choice of method and the methods that were used in order to fulfill the purpose of this study. The first section explains the general research strategy which is followed by the choice of method. Further, the applied methods during implementation, data collection and data analysis will be thoroughly described. Finally, sections on threats to validity and ethical considerations that were addressed during the study are presented in order to increase the trustworthiness of the results.

3.1 Research strategy

The research paradigm is characterized in a way that the researchers measure the effect of one variable on another [23]. Thus, it must be performed in an closed, none changing environment. Runeson and Höst [24] mention that the research paradigm is not a good match when investigating human interaction with technology. Since CD requires a mind-set shift and an organizational change such that all stakeholders, both software engineers and management, need to know the status of the project, the research paradigm is not suitable for the investigated topic [9]. The aim of this study is to set up CD at a company and analyze the results using different techniques. Doing a study in this way, i.e. introduce tools and processes and reflect on the outcome is one way of performing action research [25]. Since the study involves people and the introduction of new tools and methods, it will be performed as action research.

3.2 Choice of method

Dick [25] describes action research as a natural way of acting and researching at the same time which is an open and general way of describing action research. Reason and Bradbury [26] say that there is no simple way of describing what action research is but they define it as a:

...participatory, democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview which we believe is emerging at this historical moment. It seeks to bring together action and reflection, theory and practice, in participation with others, in the pursuit of practical solutions
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action research</th>
<th>Design science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizes on the utility aspect of the future system from people’s point of view.</td>
<td>Products are assessed against criteria of value or utility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creates knowledge for guidance in modification.</td>
<td>Produces design knowledge such as models and methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involves both taking an action and reflecting on the action.</td>
<td>Building something and reflecting on it are two main activities of design science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carried out with the researcher and an external system or individuals.</td>
<td>Initiated by the researcher(s) interests. Focus on solving a local problem in collaboration with the external team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifies an already existing system or develops something new.</td>
<td>Aims to solve construction problems and to improve. Does it by producing new innovative things or improve existing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generates knowledge that has been tested and modified in order to improve.</td>
<td>Generates knowledge which is then used through the building action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The researcher acts on the problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Similarities of the fundamental characteristics of action research and design science [4]

In other words, action research is a research methodology which is used when a study requires to do a certain act, such as implementation of some technology, and then observe the results. In a way, action research is related to case study with the exception that case study is strictly an observational process whereas action research includes some kind of an act [24, 25, 27]. Researchers that do action research aim to solve real world problems while simultaneously studying the experience of how to solve them [27]. Thus, action researchers aim to intervene in situations with a purpose of improving the situation [27].

Design science is another research method which is common in the field of software engineering and is similar to action research [4]. Järvinen [4] lists seven different fundamental characteristics of action research and design science where he discusses its similarities. These similarities are described in Table 3.1.

Having listed the similarities between design science and action research, what is it that makes action research a better fit for this study? First, the study is about introducing CD to a team that does not have any automation when it comes to their release process. Second, it is about en-lighting the software engineers of the team about different tools and techniques that are valuable when adopting to and implementing CD. Finally, it is about introducing and implementing a new process for the team and see the influences it has and then iterate to improve it even further if the first iteration proves to be valuable. As described earlier, action research is about doing a certain act, which in this case is to implement CD process, and then evaluate the influences it has [4]. However, design science is about building something and evaluating it afterwards. This study is about implementing CD, a widely known development process, in a specific environment. In addition, it will
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introduce acceptance testing and reflect on how much testing can be considered enough to allow for successful CD. If more than one iteration is required, in order to come to a conclusion, another iteration will be performed. Thus, following the action research methodology is a suitable way of performing a study like this one.

Action research has been criticized for having less value, being biased and impossible to generalize since they are different from controlled studies [24]. Controlled studies measure the effects of one variable on another but action research aims to gain deeper knowledge about the topic under study [24]. Thus, it is necessary to make sure that data collection and analysis is performed in a disciplined way [24]. It can be difficult to extend the results of a study that is performed using action research out of the local context it is performed in [28]. Thus, using tools and techniques that can be applied in different contexts is required to allow for a more general conclusion on the matter.

The fact that only one iteration will be performed, it can be argued that it is not action research. According to [29] Avison et al., action research is a process where researchers want to try out theory with practitioners in real projects, collect feedback and modify the theory according to the feedback and then try it again. Further, they describe that each iteration of the process adds to the theory. In this study the researcher did work with practitioners on a real project, collected feedback but did not modify the theory. However, according to Dick [25] action research is a way of acting and researching at the same time by working with practitioners on a real project and then reflect on it. Hence, according to Dick, it does not require multiple iterations to be considered action research.

3.3 Applied methods

This section describes the methods applied while conducting the study. Multiple methods were performed for different parts of the study. This section contains subsections for literature review, implementation, data collection and data analysis. Each method is described, followed by a description on how it will be performed. The methods used are different from each other, especially since this study is an action research. The methods used for implementation are more hands on approach whereas the ones used for collecting data include methods commonly used in academic studies.

3.3.1 Literature review

As part of the preparation of the study a literature review was conducted. Studying existing literature allows the researcher to gain a thorough and deeper understanding of the topic under study. Bryman & Bell [30] state that by reviewing existing literature allows the researcher to identify the concepts and theories that are already known in the area of interest. During the literature review it was discovered that CD is a topic that has not been studied a lot [3, 10]. Thus, the literature review was performed in a structural way where literature on different related topics were
grouped. The topic groups that the literature review focused on were CD, CI, agile processes, automation and acceptance testing. Performing the review in groups like this allowed the researcher to understand CD and its dependencies as well as getting thorough understanding of other topics related to the study.

The literature review for this study was performed in an unsystematic way, by looking up literature in electronic databases [30]. Some of the referenced literature was retrieved from the Chalmers Library but most of it was found on different electronic libraries using the search engine Google Scholar. Different keywords were used when searching for literature, keywords such as: *Continuous deployment, continuous integration, agile software processes, software automation, acceptance testing, etc.*

### 3.3.2 Implementation

This section describes the methods used and the tools introduced during the CD implementation process. The implementation will only be done for Forza News and not Forza Football due to the fact that it is more open to experimentation as described in Section 1.3. After having implemented CD for Forza News the company will be provided with recommendations on how to proceed with CI or CD for Forza Football.

#### 3.3.2.1 Branching model

Having CD in place requires software engineers to work with high discipline [10] and with focus on writing high quality code. Committing low quality code, which will then be automatically deployed, can lead to bad user experience. Further, having a model allows the team members to develop a shared understanding of the branching and release processes [1]. Thus, a new branching model will be introduced to improve the structure of the code repository as well as creating a shared understanding between team members. The branching model that will be introduced is called GitFlow. GitFlow provides a couple of concepts that make it simpler to work on new features, pushing new releases and working on fixing bugs.

GitFlow is a model where each repository has different branches all with their special purpose; some that always exist and others that exist for a period of time [1]. There are two main branches, called master and develop. The master branch should always only have released code whereas the development branch contains code ready to be released. Other branches exist for work-in-progress, like when a new feature is introduced or a hot-fix is required. A graphical explanation of how the model works can be seen in 3.1.

A git extension tool exists which will be used when introducing the branching model. It is an extension on top of the default git command line tool to provide high-level repository operations GitFlow [31]. Having a tool like this extracts away the multiple commands needed to implement GitFlow and allows the researcher to emphasize how the model works instead of having to describe each command. The tool is well documented and outputs a really good explanation of supported available commands.
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Figure 3.1: GitFlow branching model [1]. Swim-lanes for each type of branches are shown and how they are merged.

By following GitFlow the team has a structure for their code repository which gives them a clear overview of which features are ready for release and which features are under development. Further, it allows them to easily respond to issues that surface in production by creating hot-fix branches. Without a clear working process for branching, unfinished features could easily be accidentally deployed which can have bad consequences. Thus, introducing and integrating a branching model encourages developers to work in a more disciplined way which is essential for CD to be successful.
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3.3.2.2 Acceptance tests

The aim for the study is to investigate if only having limited automated acceptance tests can be considered enough for automatically deploying mobile applications. Acceptance tests are used to verify if the end-user requirements are met in the released software [21]. Thus, implementing acceptance tests can give an indication if the software supports the functionality that it is supposed to support. Further, it does not mean that the software is completely tested or without issues, but should give a certain confidence that the functionality required for acceptance is working as expected [21].

The first task of this study is to define the requirements for acceptance. The QA manager at the company will be responsible for defining the initial criteria by coming up with test cases. The researcher along with the software engineers will then implement these test cases using an automated test framework. The results of the first iteration will then be a deciding factor if the already implemented acceptance tests can be considered enough for CD, if more tests need to be implemented or if the team members are not confident at all about that having only automated acceptance tests can be enough for CD.

3.3.2.3 Continuous deployment solution

As CI is already a widely known and used concept in software engineering, different tools and solutions exist. Early on during the study, an analysis will be performed where few solutions will be investigated. The solutions can be different in many ways and finding a good fit for the project, the team and the company is necessary. If the software engineers that will be using the solution do not like working with it, it is more likely that if some issues surface, they are not willing to spend time fixing it.

Four different CI solutions will be investigated. Two of which are self-hosted and the other two are cloud-based. The main difference between a self-hosted solution and a cloud-based one is that the self-hosted one usually requires more configuration and maintenance. Thus, hosting one is more time-consuming but has advantages such as being more flexible and allowing custom setup aligned to the needs of the organization. Having a cloud-based solution does not provide the same flexibility but requires less setup and maintenance. The four solutions investigated are called Jenkins, TeamCity, Travis CI and CircleCI. A description of each one of them and their attributes is listed in Table C.1 in Appendix C. However, which solution is to be selected depends on the results of the analysis the researcher made about how the solutions fit the project as well as the developers opinion from the initial interview described in 3.3.3.1.1. The researcher will recommend a certain solution depending on those results and then a selection will be made in collaboration with the team.

3.3.2.4 Development process

The software development process for the team studied is not well defined. They have a planning session once a week where they define the tasks to work on during
the coming week. Further, they communicate within the team about current status of tasks, if there are blockers and when to release. They are capable of doing this since the team is small. Most often feature branches are created for new features and then code reviewed before it is merged to the master branch. It happens regularly that untested code gets merged to the master branch which increases the risk of having completely untested code deployed to production.

In the beginning of the study the application had more or less no automated tests which means all functionality needs to be manually tested before each release. When testing is required, a binary is built locally on the developer’s computer, and then sent to the QA manager with a small description on what has been implemented. If an issue is detected, it is reported to the developer who works on it and then builds a new binary and sends it back to the QA manager. This is an iterative process which continues until the QA manager approves. Thus, the overhead of binary distribution for testing is very time consuming and distracting for developers.

In order to be able to adapt to CD, a new work-flow is going to be introduced. The first step is to introduce GitFlow as described in Section 3.3.2.1. By introducing GitFlow, developers get a better overview of the work in progress and increases their discipline as they are required to follow a certain process of working with their code base. Further, a continuous integration and deployment solution will be set up where different tasks will be automated.

The CI server will take care of multiple tasks. Firstly, on each commit to the development branch, it will run the tests, build a binary and if successful, deploy it to a cloud based storage which can be accessed by all employees of the organization. Further, it will store reports about the testing results and take screen-shots for all languages configured for the application at hand. Having screen-shots allows them to quickly see if there are any obvious issues with different languages. A common issue is that in a certain language the text overflows differently because of different character count. Each binary is stored with description about which branch it was built from and when, making it is easy to find out what is included in each build. A high level model of how the development process that will be introduced can be seen in Figure 3.2.

In addition to running the build on the CI server per commit, a daily task will be set up that runs on an office server. This task involves running Spoon, which is a tool that aims to simplify running Android tests on multiple devices and to report results in a meaningful way [32]. The task will use Spoon to run the acceptance tests on all the devices the organization has in their so called device table which is where their devices are kept. An image of the device table can be seen in Appendix C. Further, in Appendix C an example Spoon report is shown in Figures C.1 and C.2.

CI and CD requires different tasks to be automated [10], scripts to support automation were implemented. Luckily, the default build tool for Android, Gradle, supports different tasks for building and running automated tests so there was no
need to implement scripts for that purpose. Further, a plug-in for Gradle which supports deploying binaries to the production environment was discovered and integrated. However, scripts for deploying binaries to a cloud based file storage were implemented as well as a script that runs Spoon periodically was created and installed on an office server. Finally, since Android binaries need to be encrypted, a script which fetches the keys, required for encryption, was created.

3.3.2.5 Release process

The release process the team follows today is quite unstructured and completely manual. The release is performed by the responsible developer locally on their computer. Doing the process locally increases the likelihood of having invalid configurations or old builds interfering with the new release. Further, they have a release checklist which they follow. The checklist consists of items such as run tests, check for dependency updates, bump version codes etc. Following a list like this manually is risky as there are many steps in the process and with each step it is more likely that something goes wrong. A graphical explanation of the current release process can be seen in Appendix C, Figure C.4

In order to support CD, the release process will need to oversee a change. To begin with, a certain defined process needs to be in place to make sure each release goes according to plan. Savor et al. [2] describe two key principles to follow in CD release processes. First, each release should be relatively small and independently deployable. The size of the update will depend on the nature of the features included in the release as well as the organization. Second, the software developers are responsible for the release. Thus, developers must be involved in the full deployment cycle, i.e. responsible for configuration, testing and staging, and respond to issues when they occur. Having such a big responsibility provides fast turn-around time in
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![Figure 3.3: A graphical explanation of the new release process.](image)

the event of failures. The feedback loop is shortened which is an important aspect of the process. It allows developers to quickly act on issues as the implementation is likely to be fresh in their minds [2]. With these principles in mind, a new release process was designed in order to support CD.

GitFlow involves a certain process of releasing software, which is the initial stage of the new release process. When all features and hot-fixes have been merged to the development branch a new release branch is created. The release is prepared on the release branch, i.e. version numbers are updated and production configurations are prepared. At this stage, no new functionality should be introduced. Thus, if the team feels that some manual testing is required or if some translations need to be reviewed before the release it is done at this point in the process. If no major issues are discovered, the release branch is finished. Finishing a release branch in GitFlow involves automatic merging to the master and development branches as well as automatic tagging. Further, committing the release branch triggers the CI server to perform an automatic deployment.

When the CI server detects a new commit to the master branch its configurations tell it to perform a release. A release task on the CI server is close to being the same as for each commit to the development branch, with the addition of deploying the software to the production channels. First it builds the binary, runs the tests and generates testing reports and screen-shots. Note that if any of these tasks fail, the build will not continue. Secondly, the binary is deployed to the cloud based file storage along with all other generated data such as reports and screen-shots. Finally, the build performs deployment to the the alpha channel in the production environment. Deploying a binary to the alpha channel allows all users that have been invited to it to get the newest update. At this stage, a limited group of users can update the application and get the newest, automatically deployed, updates. Depending on crash reports, user feedback and overall confidence of the developers the version is then promoted to the beta channel and finally the main production channel.
3.3.3 Data collection

This study involves data collection using different techniques. This section describes these techniques, how they are performed, to what extent and why they are suitable for this study.

3.3.3.1 Interviews

When conducting qualitative studies, such as this one, collecting data through interviews can be very valuable [33]. When interviews are used for data collection the researcher asks a series of questions to subjects about topics related to the study [24]. Different structures of interviews exist where the structure defines how the interviews are conducted. Runeson and Höst [24] describe three different interview structures, unstructured, semi-structured and fully-structured.

In this study, two types of interview techniques will be used, both unstructured and fully-structured. Runesson and Höst [24] describe these structures in this way. In an unstructured interview the questions are formulated in a way they relate to the interests and general concerns of the interviewer. They are in a way a discussion between the interviewee and the interviewer on topics that interest the interviewer. On the other hand, in a fully-structured interview the researcher has planned all the questions as well as the order of them. Further, a fully-structured interview can have scales so that the interviewee could both have to answer on a scale as well as with their own words. Thus, a fully-structured interview is similar to a questionnaire-based survey. All interview questionnaires for this study can be found in Appendix D.

3.3.3.1.1 Introduction interview

Early on in this study an unstructured interview will be conducted in order to gain more understanding of the team’s knowledge of the topic being studied. The interview includes questions about what they think about CI and CD, how they would implement it in their current environment and their opinion about it. Further, there will be questions about if they believe that CD will be suitable to their projects and what they think of the introduction of acceptance testing. The interview questionnaire for these interviews is presented in Section D.1 in Appendix D.

3.3.3.1.2 Implementation results

A fully-structured interview will be conducted with all team members at the end of the implementation. The interview will consist of questions related to the current status of the CD adoption process. Participants will answer questions on a scale with an additional comment if wanted for each question. An example template for a question of this sort is shown in Figure 3.4. The questions will be about how they think the status is currently. If they believe that the current project status allows for starting automated deployment to production, if they believe that more testing is required, or if they have any other concerns. The reason for having this
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3.3.3.2 Acceptance tests

Since the project at hand is lacking automated tests, a suite of automated acceptance tests will be implemented as it is required for a successful implementation of CI and thus CD [14]. A description of how they will be implemented can be found in the implementation chapter, section 3.3.2.2. Pölzleitner [34] discusses multiple advantages of having automated tests. Advantages such as generating code coverage reports, getting benchmarks and performance reports. The number of test cases and functional coverage will be one of the factors that affects the conclusions of this study. Both by analyzing coverage as well as interview answers will be used when defining how much automated acceptance testing can be considered enough. Thus, it provides valuable information for concluding RQ.1 and RQ.2.

3.3.3.3 Issue reporting

As mobile applications run on the users’ devices, issue reporting can be a valuable source of data. Since there is no ethical way of accessing data on the users mobile devices without their consent, the application has integrated an issue reporting tool. The tool that is in use at the case company is called Crashlytics. Crashlytics is part of Fabric which is a platform that helps mobile teams to build better applications.
understand their users and grow [35]. Fabric can be easily integrated into different mobile platforms such as, Android, iOS and unity. Crashlytics is a powerful, yet lightweight crash reporting solution [35]. It allows software engineers to spend less time finding issues and more time fixing them. It supports different types of reports which provide deep and actionable insights on crashes and configurable logging.

This study will use the issue reporting tool at hand to compare the number of issues reported and their severity between previous versions and the ones that will be automatically deployed. If the number of critical issues, e.g. issues that crash the application increases dramatically it will not be possible to conclude that the release was successful. However, it will be a positive factor for a successful deployment if the number of issues stay the same or even reduce. Thus, having a issue reporting tool is helpful because otherwise it would be difficult to get information if the users are experiencing crashes as it is not running in an environment that is easily accessible.

3.3.4 Data analysis

This section describes how data analysis will be performed to explain the results from the data collection. It contains different subsections for different data collection methods where each section describes how data analyses was performed for the method at hand.

3.3.4.1 Interviews

Two methods will be used to analyze the data collected from interviews. Two different types of interviews will be conducted, one unstructured introductory interview and then a fully-structured one after the implementation. All interviews will be transcribed in order to be able to analyze the information they provide.

The unstructured interview will be performed early on during the study to introduce myself and what my aim at the case company is as well as get to know the team. The purpose of that interview is to gain more knowledge about how the team is currently working and what knowledge and opinion they have about CI and CD. After having transcribed the interview answers, the most relevant parts of it will be summarized in an abstract way in order to set the ground for following work.

The structured interview will be conducted after the implementation phase. The purpose of it is to find out how confident the team is about doing CD. The interview is structured where the team members can select options such as strongly agree and strongly disagree which generates quantitative data. However, since the sample is small, with only three participants, the data analysis will not be done in a quantitative way. The results will be analyzed and then summarized. Thus, the data analyses will be done in a qualitative way even though the data can be considered quantitative. Having the data quantifiable allows the researcher to get a clearer view on the participants answers and the threat of misinterpreting answers is kept minimal.
3.3.4.2 Acceptance tests

Automated testing is one of the key requirements for having CD [14]. Before the study, the application being studied had no automated tests. During the implementation phase some automated acceptance tests will be implemented. The number of these tests and how much of functional coverage they have will be analyzed in order to define how much automated testing can be considered enough. The results from those analyses will be introduced to the interviewees before the structured interviews that are held in the end of the implementation phase. These tests can be one of the factors that will increase the teams level of confidence in CD. Defining functional coverage can be very difficult. Thus, how much code coverage the acceptance tests cover will be used as a supporting metric.

3.3.4.3 Issue reporting

The app has a built-in issue reporting tool called Crashlytics as described previously in Section 3.3.3.3. The number of issues reported by the new release will be compared to the number of issues reported for previous versions. However, if the team is not confident that the version at hand has enough quality to be promoted from the alpha channel to the production channel there will be very few users using the application. Thus, it is likely that number of issues reported will be fewer than for previous versions.

3.4 Threats to validity

This section discusses threats and risks that can affect the validity of this study. The validity of a study is important because it denotes the trustworthiness of the results. The results should be true and not be biased by the researchers subjective point of view [24]. Thus, it is necessary to identify and discuss possible threats to the validity of a study.

According to Runeson and Höst [24], there are different ways to classify aspects of validity and threats. They also describe a classification scheme to assess threats to validity in software engineering. The scheme distinguishes between four different aspects, construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability. Following sections describe these aspects and how they relate to this study.

3.4.1 Construct validity

Construct validity concerns generalization of the study’s result to concept or theory behind the study [36].

In other words, construct validity is about to what extent the operational measures that are being studied reflect the researchers intention [24]. E.g. an interview question could be interpreted differently by the researcher and the participant.

In this study few different methods were used in order to increase the construct validity. The interview questions were kept high level to allow participants with little
domain knowledge to take part. Before each interview the interviewees were encour-
age to ask questions during the interview if they were unsure about the meaning of
the question. Further, if the researcher felt the need to provide a deeper understand-
ing about the asked topic, he presented a small introduction about it. However, as
interviewees come from different backgrounds there is always a chance that some
questions might have been misinterpreted.

The implementation result interview was a structured interview. Having it struc-
tured was done in order to minimize the influence of the researcher during the inter-
view. However, only the fact that the researcher was present, watching the subjects
answer, might be considered a threat to the construct validity. It could have been
performed as an anonymous survey but the developers still would have known that
the researcher was performing it. Thus, having the interview as anonymous survey
would not have reduced this threat.

3.4.2 Internal validity

Internal validity concerns matters that may affect the study’s results
with respect to causality, without the researchers knowledge [36].

Feldt et al. [37] describe internal validity in a similar way, i.e., that it concerns
matters that may affect the result or outcome of a study, with respect to causality,
without the researchers knowledge.

The fact that the researcher is performing the study within the company can be a
threat to the study’s internal validity. The researcher is involved in daily activities
within the company, both during daily working hours and social activities. Thus, the
researcher creates relationships between him and the participants which is a threat
to the internal validity due to few reasons. First, the researcher is more likely to be
suggestive while conducting interviews. Second, unscheduled discussions, which are
not recorded, can affect the outcome or the interviewees and researcher’s opinions.
Finally, the participants are more likely to answer the researcher in good will rather
than criticizing, in order to keep the social relationship good.

In order to increase the internal validity the researcher tried to keep study related
tasks as much separated from daily business, at the company, as possible. That
is, he tried not to influence the team with study related things. However, if there
was a need for notification or presentation of a newly implemented functionality, it
was achieved by having a presentation or by sending out a group message. Further,
all data collection methods were performed in as professional way as possible, e.g.,
making sure interviews would not wander off topic.

3.4.3 External validity

External validity concerns generalization of the study’s result to other
environments than the one in which the study is conducted [36].

According to Wohlin et al. [36], external validity is mainly about if the results from
the study can be generalized outside the context of the study. That is, if the same study could be carried out in different context, but still come up with the same results. For this study, the biggest threat to validity are the ones that concern external validity.

The case company is small and the study is limited to it. The company as a whole will be included in the study but CD will only be adopted within a single team. The team that will be studied is the Android team and one of their application will be adopted to CD. Thus, generalizing the results can be difficult as the participants are few and the application under study is small and not in active development.

Action research is an iterative process and therefore multiple iterations should be performed with aim for improvements during each iteration. This study will start with introducing acceptance testing and then set up the environment and configurations needed for CD. Doing all this is a time consuming process. The study is limited to about 20 weeks which only allows for a single iteration. Not being able to go through multiple iterations might affect the results and make it more difficult to generalize the results.

3.4.4 Reliability

Reliability concerns with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researchers [24].

Wohlin et al. [36] describe reliability threats as concerns with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researcher. That is if another researcher would do the study in the same context, would come up with the same conclusions. It is difficult to say for sure that another researcher would come up with the same conclusions. Especially in a study like this which depends a lot on implementation.

Having planned so much implementation as a part of the study contains some risk. It requires both attention and resources from the case company as well as dedication and knowledge from the researcher. Fortunately the researcher has a lot of experience with setting up CI and CD which will be valuable to the process but could also influence the conclusions. Another possible risk worth mentioning is that implementing the automated acceptance tests is required and devoting time for that might be difficult for the software engineers of the company during the time period.

In order to get over some of the barriers with CD adoption, multiple tools and techniques will be introduced. Because of that, the focus point of the subjects can be influenced by all the tools and techniques instead of the study’s aim. Thus, in the implementation interview the subjects might build their responses from the whole experiencing rather than the topic being asked about specifically which is a threat to the reliability. In order to minimize this threat, the researcher will emphasize the specific topic being asked for in each question.
3.5 Ethical considerations

Bryman and Bell [30] discuss the necessity to consider ethical issues when carrying out a research. Andrews and Pradhan [38] state that research study is built on trust between the researcher and the case but even though, Runeson and Höst [24] emphasize that explicit measures must be considered to prevent ethical problems. Further, Runeson and Höst [24] state that ethical issues should be considered from early on and throughout the study. Finally, they describe few ethical factors required to consider when conducting a study. This section describes these factors and how they are approached for this study.

The first factor is informed consent, which means that all subjects must explicitly agree to participate in the study. It also means that the researcher must collect data with consent and not by using indirect or independent data collection methods. The researcher prevented uniformed consent by explicitly asking the participants for consent in all data collection methods, e.g. interviews, before it was performed. All subjects were given a choice if they approved to taking part in the study without any pressure.

The second factor Runeson and Höst discuss is confidentiality. They emphasize the fact that issues about confidentiality and publication should be regulated in a contract between the researcher and the case company. In this study no confidential data about the company is a part of the study so that will not be taken into consideration. However, employees opinions might be sensitive for different reasons. In this case, the researcher must have the right to keep their integrity and adhere to agreed procedures. For this study it is also necessary to consider not to characterize the subjects as the company is small and employees can be easily identified.

Inducement is the third factor they mention. They discuss that there are always some kind of incentives, tangible or intangible. For this study it is difficult to prevent inducement since the researcher is located in the company during the research and takes part in daily activities. This is considered to be a threat to validity as described in Section 3.4.

The final factor to consider is giving feedback to the participants. Doing that creates trust between the researcher and the participants which can increase the internal validity of the research as well as having negative effect on the external validity. In this case the transcripts of the interviews were shared with the participants and they were allowed to comment on it if they found some errors in the transcription. Further, the analysis and the results were presented to them in order to gain more trust, even though they might not necessarily agree with the results.
4

Results

This chapter presents the results of the data collected during the study as well as the challenges faced. A description of how the data was collected and how it was analyzed can be found in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively. In addition to the results for the data collected, the challenges and achievements for the implementation phase will be presented.

4.1 Introduction interview

The aim of the introduction interview was to gain understanding about the company and the team’s knowledge and opinion of CI and CD. Further, to find out if they are confident that their applications can be adopted to CD. Three Android developers were interviewed and each interview was approximately 25 minutes. Overall they had little knowledge about CI and CD and what the aim of the researcher was. Thus, conducting these interviews proved to be beneficial for both the researcher as well as the team. A good way of getting common understanding of the topic and the study.

The developers that participated in the interviews all had little experience with CI and CD but were familiar with the concepts. They had tried using CI but not CD. Further, they described CI as a way of working with software development that introduces more structure and higher quality with automation for otherwise time consuming tasks. The developer that had the most experience with CI also emphasized that having CI in place encourages knowledge spreading, e.g., allowing any developer to perform a release.

The case company is well suited for the adoption of CD. The reason for that is that the teams are self-managed and if they believe that introducing a new process is beneficial, they get full support from management. Further, Forza News would be a good fit for experimenting with continuous deployment as it does not have much functionality and is not in active development. Writing acceptance tests for it should not be too difficult and it would probably be enough to only have acceptance tests. However, the developers believed that, for a big applications, writing and maintaining good test suite would be expensive and difficult. One developer mentioned that having only automatic test suites for an application that relies much on user experience, can give you a false security. The tests might be running successfully but the user could still be experiencing difficulties.
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Having binaries automatically deployed to a location accessible by the company is something they were all attracted to. A common problem they face have had is when testing a specific fixed issue, the version the tester had was not the right one. Thus, introducing automation for in-house binary distribution is desired. Further, having a well defined process for releases, with as much automation as possible, was something that interested them a lot. One developer did though mention that he would prefer doing continuous delivery rather than deployment as he liked having to give his acceptance by clicking a button to deploy.

Finally, a small part of the interview was about what kind of tools and services to use. The requirement proved to be that spending a lot of time maintaining the tools and services was not desired. There is a trade-off between having more functionality and a lot of maintenance, versus having less functionality and less maintenance. Since the team is small, they believed the latter option was more suitable.

4.2 Implementation

This section describes the results from the implementation part of the study. The implementation part consisted of implementing CD and automated acceptance tests as well as supporting scripts.

4.2.1 Branching model

Introducing the branching model to the team was rather effortless as the team was very familiar with git and branching in general. The researcher set the branching model up for Forza News and described to the team how to work with it. As a part of a status presentation a visual explanation of the model and its main functionality was introduced. Later, the team members tried following the model using the git extension with the assistance of the researcher. While the team was overwhelmed and unsure whether or not they wanted to use the model at first they quickly adapted to the model and were positive and wanted to use it for other projects as well.

4.2.2 Acceptance tests

In the beginning of the study, the application being studied had extremely limited automated tests. Thus there was a need to implement automated acceptance tests as the study aims to figure out if CD can work well by only having limited automated acceptance tests.

The QA manager of the company designed test scenarios which covered the most critical features of the application; her requirements for acceptance. Thus, by implementing theses scenarios as automated tests could be considered enough for acceptance. The scenarios were described in a detailed way so that the developers could start writing the automated tests without having to get more information from the QA manager.
In the introduction interview the team was asked if they had any experience with acceptance testing for Android. As their experience with acceptance testing was low, the researcher initially investigated testing frameworks available for Android. There are multiple frameworks available but a decision was taken, in collaboration with the team, to use a framework called Espresso. Espresso is a framework created and developed by Google. It is provided by the Android Testing Support Library and provides APIs for writing automated tests which simulate the user interactions [39], which makes it a candidate for writing automated acceptance tests. The reason why Espresso was chosen is mainly due to the fact that it is a part of the default support libraries for Android development and is maintained by Google who are also the creators of Android.

The API for writing tests with Espresso is not difficult to use and a lot of documentation exists about it. An example on how to interact with the user interface using Espresso can be seen in Listing 4.1. The listing presents a way of using Espresso to find a view with a certain id and performing a click on that view. Thus, writing the tests was not so difficult to begin with. However challenges surfaced when running the tests on different Android devices, physical and virtual. Since Android runs on devices from different manufacturers, with different screen size and hardware, some of the tests had to be modified in order to support all devices. This proved to be a challenging, time consuming task, mainly since running the test on slow emulators could take a long time. Eventually some test scenarios had to be modified a little bit in order to support some of the devices. These modifications were required because with smaller screens, fewer items were listed on the screen and therefore the framework could not locate them.

```java
onView( withId( R.id.next_button ) ).perform( click() );
```

Listing 4.1: Clicking a button with a certain id using Espresso

In total, ten scenarios were implemented as automated tests using Espresso. Each test had multiple assertions and some also verified that expected database changes were successful. The code coverage percentage that these scenarios covered was 45% of the instructions of the code and 36% of the branches the code has. The coverage results can be found in Appendix E. Most of the test cases were implemented by the researcher due to time constraints the team had. However the researcher made sure to take time with the team to explain how the framework works by presenting the test cases and their functionality. Finally all the team’s developers tried running the tests and write some minimal cases in order to get to know the framework so that they could maintain and extend the newly implemented scenarios.

4.2.3 Continuous deployment solution

Different solutions exist for continuous integration and deployment. In this study four different solutions were investigated. The solutions’ characteristics are described in Table C.1 in Appendix C. The researcher and the team finally came to the conclusion to use CircleCI. During the introduction interview, all team members agreed
on that they wanted the solution to be chosen to be more or less maintenance free. Thus TeamCity and Jenkins were excluded from the original four solutions as they are self-hosted and require more maintenance. Therefore the choice was between Travis CI and CircleCI. The investigation of these to showed that both solutions are slow when it comes to running tests for Android as well as building binaries. Further at the time, CircleCI had better support for Android applications and the researcher came to the conclusion that configuring the build for CircleCI was simpler than for Travis CI. Therefore the decision to use CircleCI, was taken.

CircleCI has a good support for Android projects and setting up the build was not difficult. The initial build only included building the binaries. However when running the automated tests challenges surfaced. As the tests are run on a virtual device, on a headless server, it is often difficult to find out why tests fail. Thus it took a while to fix minor issues that only surfaced on the server and not when running locally. Unfortunately some tests continued failing, irregularly on the CI server. Tests that had never failed when running locally, neither on an emulator nor a physical device. No good reason for this issue was found but most likely it has something to do with the emulator being slow or if it did not even start.

4.3 Implementation results interview

After having finished automatically deploying the software for the first time a structured interview was conducted in order to understand how confident the team was with the CD process, the results and supporting tools. The interviews were conducted with three Android developers about how confident they were of continuously deploying the application by following the processes and using the tools introduced during the study.

The developers are confident of deploying the application in the current state and that the amount of acceptance testing that has been implemented is sufficient for continuously deploying the application to Play Store alpha channels. They think that the tools and processes work well together and that the tests cover the functionality they would have tested themselves.

According to the developers, having automated acceptance tests increases the overall quality of the application and decreases the likelihood of missing out when testing certain features manually before each release. However, they all agreed on that they would like to have some manual testing as a part of the deployment process. This manual testing should emphasize on user experience and verify that new translations fit well in to the user interface. Additionally it was mentioned that having automated process for taking screen-shots for all of the supported languages would definitely speed up the process of verifying the translations. Further, when re-factoring the code it could affect places in the code that will not be tested during manual testing phase and the automatic tests could cover that. It was also mentioned by one of the developers that, when issues come up, he would like to align a new process for fixing issues in a way that an automatic test is written to reproduce the error before
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As a part of the study, new processes were introduced to suit CD. The team was really positive about the new processes. They believed that they could improve their own productivity and give them time to focus on further development instead of spending a lot of time on each release and distributing binaries within the company. They believe that the new release process is really thorough and structured compared to what they currently have and definitely an improvement. It might take time to learn to follow these processes but eventually it will improve productivity and quality. Further, having these processes structured and thorough gives the opportunity to more easily teach others how to release which makes releasing more flexible.

Having said that, overall the developers were confident of continuously deploying Forza News to Play Store alpha channel. They were really positive about continuing this process for Forza News and excited about implementing some of the steps implemented during the study for Forza Football as well. However, they emphasized that for an application as big and as business critical as Forza Football, they would always include some manual testing.

4.4 Issue reporting

Forza News, the application that was automatically deployed to Google Play alpha channel, was quickly promoted to the production channel. Since it was deployed, monthly active users are around 500, which is a small decrease in active users since the previous version. Further some issues, where users have been experiencing crashes, have been reported via Crashlytics. However, all of the issues reported have been reported in previous versions as well, i.e., no new issues in the automatically deployed version.
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Discussions

This chapter provides a discussion about the different models, processes and tools introduced during the study. That is followed by a more general discussion about the objectives and findings of this study. Moreover the results and challenges of the study are discussed.

During the study, CD was introduced and implemented and as it requires developers to work in a disciplined way [10], the researcher decided to introduce models and processes to support CD. By doing that, the developer discipline should have been increased and therefore the developer confidence in CD. The focus of the study was to see how automated acceptance tests can support CD and how the results of these tests can determine if the release is successful. However the developers’ opinion might have not only been affected by the tests alone, but also by the supporting models and processes. In order to explain how the models and processes impacted the study, each one of them is listed below; including a discussion on each one.

Automated acceptance tests
One of the study’s objectives was to investigate how automated acceptance testing can support CD. The developers thought that the scenarios implemented were enough to continuously deploy Forza News, but still wanted to include some manual testing as well. By implementing the automated acceptance tests the developers were certain that the main functionality was tested and if some defects would surface they would fix them and redeploy. Even though they could not force updates, they thought as long as the main functionality was working as expected, they were satisfied. However, it is worth mentioning that Forza News, the application that was tested, is not business critical. While the Android team might do CD for Forza Football in the future, they are not likely to do it without having a manual test phase in the release process. Thus, if no manual testing is in place, the necessity of having at least automated acceptance tests for an Android application is high.

GitFlow
In the beginning of the study the team had a lot of different branches where some had not been worked on for a long time. The developers were sometimes pushing code directly to the master branch and sometimes fixes were not merged correctly. Thus, to put more restrictions and work with a more structured way of branching the researcher decided
to introduce a branching model. Due to the fact that all code that is pushed to the master branch gets automatically deployed, not having a certain branching structure increases the risk of having unfinished code automatically deployed. Having a branching model does reduce the risk of this happening even though it does not eliminate it. The developers were very happy with GitFlow and they have even started using it for Forza Football. The introduction of GitFlow did help them to work in a more disciplined way. Thus, it does help following a branching model when doing CD but it can not be considered a requirement.

Development process

The introduced development process was mainly to show the team how to include CI and how it relates to CD. The development process is influenced by the branching model as it requires a certain way of working with the code-base. Hence, it was not necessary to introduce a certain process for development but the researcher believed that it would help the transition to CI and CD. Showing the development process graphically proved to be a good idea. It helped explaining the role of the continuous integration server, and what happens when they committed their code. Further, showing the graphical explanation of the branching model and the development process together allowed the developers to see how to use the model and the process together.

Release process

The introduced release process was mainly to show the team how the branching model and the CI solution would work together. Moreover, it was to show graphically what needed to be done manually and what the CI solution would do automatically. Hence, it was not necessary to introduce a certain process for the release process. However, the researcher believed that doing it would ease out the transition to CD and help when introducing the release process to other developers. Due to the fact that the researcher modelled both the new release process and the previous one allowed him to show clearly the benefits of the introduction of CD. The graphical explanation of both processes showed in a good way how much of the process became automated. One of the developers mentioned that having a well defined process for the release would not only help the current employees but also help them to explain to future employees how releases are performed.

All the different processes and models affected the adoption of CD. However, how much impact each one had was not the same. The main impact came from the automated acceptance tests. Without it it is unlikely that the developers would have accepted to do CD. The branching model also had a lot of impact but in a way that it increased the discipline of the developers. By doing that the developers did feel more confident of doing CD.

From a scientific point of view, the aim was of the study was to investigate how CD
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can be implemented in small companies, by implementing automated acceptance tests. Therefore, there was a need to choose a CD solution which would suit the context, e.g., the team, the project and the research. Eventually the team and the researcher took the decision of choosing CircleCI, due to the fact that it is a cloud-based solution as well as the fact that it has good support for the context, e.g., the team and the application. Which solution is chosen can vary a lot between companies, teams and even developers. If CircleCI was the best solution for the task at hand is impossible to argue since there is nothing to compare. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2.3, the self-hosted solutions such as Jenkins, are more powerful as they support wider configurations. Thus, it would be interesting to do further research on this topic, using a more powerful CD solution, such as Jenkins, to find out if that would lead to different results, e.g., if it would increase the confidence of the developers of doing CD.

The CD implementation worked well with CircleCI and configuring the build was simple. However, building and running automatic tests for Android is very difficult because of the differences between devices, e.g., their hardware and their screen size. Wasserman [40] discusses that the majority of the development tools that exist for mobile development are predominantly focused on the developer who is trying to create an application as quickly as possible. When applications become more business critical, it is essential to apply software engineering processes to assure high-quality applications. Further, Wasserman [40] points out that testing mobile applications is complex as it is insufficient to merely test an Android application on an emulator; it must be tested across many different devices running different versions of the operating system. Thus, the current testing capabilities with respect to the variety of devices in the Android ecosystem is insufficient.

The choice of only having automated acceptance tests and no unit tests can be argued against. Stolberg [22] discusses that the CI server should compile the code, run unit tests and then run other tests such as integration, functional and acceptance tests. Due to the fact that the code is heavily coupled, it would have taken a lot of effort to refactor it in a way high quality unit tests could be easily implemented. The team is small and they could not invest the time and resources to proceed with that sort of refactoring. Moreover, having only limited time for the implementation, being able to cover as much of the functionality as possible, required a lot less development work by implementing only acceptance tests. However, since there is much easier to isolate bugs and issues with unit tests [41], the researcher recommended and encouraged the team to write unit test in addition to further acceptance tests in the future.

Rossi et al. [5] discuss the CD process, for mobile applications, at Facebook which can be considered a mature CD process. The process includes a manual test phase at the later stages, before the deployment is performed. Thus, the implementation results interview, which is described in Section 3.3.3.1.2, included questions about introducing a manual test phase to the release process and how it would affect their confidence in CD. The developers all agreed on that. Interestingly, they all mentioned that the manual tests should focus on exactly the same thing Facebook
focuses on with their manual tests, e.g., translations, user experience and new features. However, one developer mentioned that he thinks that it is enough to have only automated acceptance tests but emphasized that having manual testing as well would increase the application’s quality. It feels that doing manual tests is more of a human safety factor which increases the developers confidence. The developers do not feel that having only automated acceptance tests on the user interface can cover the human experience of using an mobile application. Leppänen et al. [3] stated that developer confidence is one of the big challenges for CD and the results of this study agrees with that. Thus, future research in this area should hence investigate the role the human factor plays in implementing CD for mobile applications.

All of the developers interviewed raised a concern that user experience can not be tested and that they would like to include a manual test phase. However, we did not ask any further questions concerning user experience testing as we deemed it out of scope of this study. User experience consists of different aspects, some of which can in fact be tested. Interaction time can for example be tested and that is one aspect of user experience. It seems like the developers were thinking more of user experience aspects such as look and feel, and navigation paths. As the company does a lot of user research and A/B testing they are really concerned about that their users can easily find the information they are looking for in their applications. Thus, it would be interesting to ask further about what aspects of the user experience the developers are concerned with not being tested and what they think is the main risk if manual testing would be completely substituted by automatic tests.

Unfortunately, there has not been so much development for Forza News. Thus, the results from the issue reporting tool were about the same for the newly automatically deployed version and the version before. Since there was not really any change between the versions, the results from the issue reporting tool can not be considered as a deciding factor when concluding if the release was successful or not.

The study introduced new development and release processes which align well with CD. The developers all agreed on that these processes were a good fit for doing CD in this context. They were very positive about the automated distribution of binaries and emphasized that it had been an issue for them in the past. Interestingly, when asked if the new process would improve his productivity, one developer discussed that by having processes and the automation introduced, allows him to use his time in a more productive way. He mentioned that he would like to improve their testing coverage and continue with automated acceptance tests. Further, he wanted to extend the processes introduced by integrating the way of handling reported defects. When defects are reported, they should be reproduced by the developers via an acceptance test and then fix it. By doing this, they would continue to maintain their knowledge of the testing framework as well as improving the quality of the application.

Chen [9] discusses in his paper that further research is required for applications that are not amenable to continuous delivery. Chen only mentions one type of applications that are not amenable continuous delivery; namely large, monolithic
applications. This study was done for an application that lacked automated testing; thus the researcher considered it not amenable to CD. However, there should be more research investigating what kinds of systems cannot easily be tested and deployed automatically in continuous fashion.

The application and the team under study are small so further research on CD should be performed with larger teams and larger systems. Further, research comparing how team and company size affect CD with focus on the human factor should be performed. It can be argued that it seems to be beneficial to get automated acceptance testing and CI running, especially for new/small products and teams. However, to get to the full scale, i.e., deploying the application automatically, includes a large overhead plus a human factor - so it might end up being impossible or at least not feasible. The team members all agreed on, that introducing some automation helps them to be more productive.

Only one iteration was performed as a part of this study. If further iterations would be performed, the following topics should be addressed.

1. The introduction of a device farm
2. The introduction and comparison of another CI solution
3. Investigate unexpected test failures
4. More automated acceptance tests

First, a device farm is an app testing service that lets you test and interact with mobile applications on many devices at once [42]. Running tests on multiple devices increases the likelihood of finding device specific issues which could also impact developer confidence in CD. Secondly, the CI solution itself could have impacted the results. Thirdly, the unexpected test failures should be investigated as they could affect the developers opinion on CD. Soon after the first iteration, CircleCI rolled out a new beta version where they promise faster builds which could affect the unexpected test failures. Finally, it would be interesting to see if more automated acceptance tests would have any impact on developer confidence or their opinion on testing user experience.

In summary, RQ.1 can be answered as follows. Automated acceptance testing can be fully automated in order to support continuous deployment for small applications which are not business critical. However, with larger applications, which are business critical, developers believe that some manual testing must be involved. According to the developers, the reason why the business critical applications can not be fully automated, is because there are some aspects of the user experience that need to be tested manually. Further, RQ.2 can be answered as follows. The results of automated acceptance tests can determine if a release for small applications is successful. A successful release is whenever the developers believe that the quality and the defect count is acceptable. However, manual testing and some human interaction is required for larger, business critical applications (RQ.2).
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6 Conclusions

Fast-changing and unpredictable markets in the software industry lead to challenging and complex customer requirements. Software development companies are required to meet these requirements and react quickly [3]. In order to do so, practitioners and researchers have been paying increased attention to improve software development processes [5]. In recent years, the amount of automation in software development has increased with the introduction of practices such as automated tests, automated builds and automated deployments.

The process of deploying software automatically is called CD and is an extension of CI. CI is when every code change triggers the running of different automated tasks such as building projects, running tests and storing outputs. Additionally to the tasks CI consists of, CD automatically deploys the software if the preceding tasks have run successfully. CD for mobile applications is more complex and different from CD for cloud-based applications. The main difference is that cloud-based applications can be redeployed easily without having any interaction from the user whereas mobile applications require the user to confirm the update [5]. Thus, it is considered having higher risk to do CD for mobile applications than for cloud-based applications.

This study consisted of introducing new concepts, techniques and tools to the case company. It was an action research where CD and automated acceptance tests were implemented and then the results were reflected on. It was performed in collaboration with the Android team of the case company and therefore the applications under study were Android applications.

The main purpose of the study was to learn about the information need, risks and challenges when adopting an Android application to CD. It aimed to find out to what extent acceptance tests can be automated to support continuous deployment. Further, it investigated how the results of automated acceptance tests can determine if a release is successful.

Having well defined processes and automation proved to support the adoption of CD. The introduced processes allowed the developers to adapt to and understand CD quickly. It allows them to devote less time on building, releasing and distributing the application. Further, the feedback loop of issue discovery as well as the time between releases has been shortened which aligns with previous studies such as [3, 10]. Thus the developers can use their time in providing the users new versions.
of the application, with the reported issues fixed, more rapidly. However, when issues are reported, a certain process should be developed, in order to respond quickly. The issue should be reproduced by writing an automated acceptance test, fixed and then released.

The results of this study show that small Android applications can be automatically deployed having only limited automated testing. The developers were confident in continuing automatic deployment for the application under study if automated tests were written for new features, i.e., having only automated acceptance tests gave them confidence to continuously deploy. However for bigger, more business critical applications, the developers expressed that they would not trust CD without having a manual test phase in addition to the automated acceptance tests. They feel that it is not possible to test user experience automatically and since it is one of the biggest factor for user retention they feel that manual testing should be a part of the release process.

Getting a good coverage of code and features can be achieved easily when writing automated acceptance tests for a small Android application. The testing framework, Espresso, has a powerful API which allows for good user interface interaction. However, maintaining the tests and making sure that they run successfully on the big variety of different devices in the Android ecosystem is difficult. Additionally, the larger the application gets, more time is required to maintain the tests and the more difficult it is to achieve good coverage. Developers confidence decreases when the size of the application increases as more time is required to achieve specifiable coverage. However having automated tests and processes does increase the quality of the release.

The results of the study show how CD, for Android applications, can be introduced and implemented in a small company. It has identified different sorts of challenges and benefits of CD. Chen [9] states the need of doing research for applications that are not amenable to CD. This study is done with an application that was, beforehand, not amenable to CD. The study shows that the application can be considered amenable to CD with limited automated acceptance. However, further research is required about the topic. Both for applications that are not amenable to CD due to different reasons as well as how company and team size affects the introduction of CD. Additionally, it would be very interesting to investigate how developer confidence in CD is different if automated acceptance tests are implemented from the start of development.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Continuous integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Continuous deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoC</td>
<td>Lines of code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application programming interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A.1: Abbreviations**
## Facebook Testing Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit tests:</strong></td>
<td>These white-box tests primarily verify the logic of target units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Static analysis:</strong></td>
<td>This analysis identifies potential null-pointer de-references, resource leaks, and memory leaks. Because exceptions are often the root cause of resource leaks, the tool is careful to identify where these particular leaks might occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build tests:</strong></td>
<td>These tests determine whether the code builds properly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Snapshot tests:</strong></td>
<td>These tests generate images of screen views and components, which are then compared, pixel by pixel, to previous snapshot versions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration tests:</strong></td>
<td>These standard (blackbox) regression tests test key features and key flows of the app. They typically run on simulators and are not necessarily device specific. Moreover they employ degrees of scope: <em>smoke tests</em> primarily target specific changes to the code (difs) or target high-level functionality; long-tail integration tests run the full suite of regression tests and run against a live server so that they also cover client-server integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance tests:</strong></td>
<td>These tests run at a mobile lab (device farm) to triage performance and resource usage regressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capacity tests:</strong></td>
<td>These tests verify that the app does not exceed various specified capacity limits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conformance tests:</strong></td>
<td>These tests verify that the app conforms to various requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Range of tests performed on mobile software at Facebook [5]
B. Facebook Testing Range
## Continuous integration and deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jenkins</strong></td>
<td>Self-contained, open-source automation server. Supports automation of all sorts of tasks as building, testing and deploying software. Is highly customisable as well as having big plugin support. Jenkins is free, widely-used and well documented and has vibrant user community [43]. As it is self-hosted and supports having build agents on multiple machines, it supports running highly complex tasks.</td>
<td>Self-hosted, java server.</td>
<td>Web UI as well as OS configurations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TeamCity</strong></td>
<td>Self-contained, continuous integration and deployment server created by JetBrains. Professional server is free for up to 20 build configurations. TeamCity is widely used and well documented solution [44]. As it is self-hosted and supports having build agents on multiple machines, it supports running highly complex tasks.</td>
<td>Self-hosted, java server.</td>
<td>Web UI as well as OS configurations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Travis CI</strong></td>
<td>A hosted, distributed continuous integration service. Supports different kind of automation such as building, running tests and deploying software. Has a lot of built in integrations for notifications, deployments and more. [45].</td>
<td>Cloud-based service.</td>
<td>Yaml configuration file. Stored within the version control system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CircleCI</strong></td>
<td>A hosted, distributed continuous integration service. Supports different kind of automation such as building, running tests and deploying software. Has a lot of built in integrations for notifications, deployments and more [46]. Has a good support for Android development [47].</td>
<td>Cloud-based service.</td>
<td>Yaml configuration file. Stored within the version control system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table C.1:** Comparison between the four different CI solutions investigated
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![Spoon Sample App](image)

**Figure C.1:** An overview image of how Spoon displays list of devices where tests did run.

![Nexus 4](image)

**Figure C.2:** An overview image of how Spoon displays test results for a single device.
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Figure C.3: An image of the device table where devices are connected to a computer, charged and tests are run daily.

Figure C.4: A graphical explanation of the release process before CI and CD was introduced.
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Interviews

D.1 Introduction interview guidelines

• What do you know about continuous integration (CI) and continuous deployment (CD)?
• Do you think Football Addicts as a company is well suited for CI / CD?
  – Do you think management is willing to support this way of working?
• Do you think the application can be automatically deployed? If not, why?
  – If you had a small automatic test suite (acceptance tests), what kind of things / requirements could you test?
  – Do you think that would be change your opinion to deploy automatically?
  – What do you think are the major risks?
• How would you approach the adoption of CD for Android products here at Football Addicts? In respect to the team, management and overall process.
• Do you have any preference about the platform that runs the CI. Do you want to have it highly customizable or rather straightforward
• Have you done any research about Android automated testing tools? Tools such as: Robotium, UIAutomator, Espresso, Appium and Calabash. What do you think about using that kind of tools?
• In an ideal world, how would like to have the release process for Android products here at Football Addicts? Can it be completely automated or do you think there always has to be some manual steps?
• How extensive acceptance tests do you think are enough to start doing CD? Do you think it’ll take a lot of time to implement? What about to maintain?

D.2 Implementation results guidelines

This interview was a structured interview where each question was on a scale. In addition to answering on a scale, the interviewees were allowed to add further comments about each question. The scale used can be found in the bullets list below.

• Strongly Disagree
• Disagree
• Neutral
• Agree
• Strongly Agree
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D.2.1 Questionnaire guidelines

• I am confident of automatically deploying the application in the current state. Why? Why Not?
• I believe that the current amount of acceptance testing covers enough of the application functionality to continuously deploy it to Play Store alpha channel.
• Automated UI acceptance tests for Android application increase its overall quality.
• There is always some manual testing needed for Android applications.
  – If you answered agree / strongly agree in the previous question. For which parts of the system?
    * Backend Integration
    * User interface / user experience
    * Visible text translations
    * Other:
• A new development process has been designed, see the following document. Would you like to follow a process like this one?
• A new development process has been designed, see the following document. I am confident that this process will improve my productivity at work?
• A new release process has been designed, see the following document. I am confident that a process like this is a good fit for the Android team.
• A new release process has been designed, see the following document. Would you be more confident of the release process if a manual test phase would be introduced to it?
• Following a release process like previously introduced will improve the teams productivity.
• Following a release process like previously introduced will improve release quality.
E

Code coverage

Figure E.1: The code coverage report from running the automated acceptance tests